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H u m a n  b e i n g s  s e e k  
relationships to satisfy the need 
for communication. Lack of 
fulfillment in relationships is 
caused by miscommunication. 
You should embrace yourself in 
deep Communion before another can embrace 
you. We draw to ourselves only those 
relationships that our soul seeks. The cover story 
for April explores relationships and explains the 
nature of twin souls, soul mates, soul 
fragmentation and soul extension. 

Other topics in this issue are a spirit 
channelling about astrology, sutras of surrender, 
awareness and non-resistance, scientific 
revelations that support spiritual healing, the 
importance of treating the person rather than the 
disease, and face reading. There is also an 
uplifting spiritual poem. 

Love and Light,

Prabhath P

Prabhath77@yahoo.com

Message From The Editor
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Have you noticed how Inner communication is non-activity. If we were 

difficult it is for us to connect able to spend time by ourselves in deep communion 

to self; how much we need to with who we are within, none of us would 'need' 

talk endlessly and, very relationships. A relationship brings us someone we 

often, without purpose? seek to talk to, exchange ideas with, and 

What are we seeking in this communicate. A relationship that results in lack of 

endless chatter? We seek to fulfillment is one where there is poor 

find someone we can communicate with, because communication. 

we don't find anyone within whom we can embrace. 
People provide myriad excuses for lack of 

It's natural for us, as human beings, to communicate. 
communication, but the truth is that you can be 

It's part of who we are, and this communication 
completely engrossed in activity, but if in the course 

could be by word, by touch, by action. We seek 
of that activity, you are still connected to the 'inside', 

external communication when the inner 
no one around you will experience lack of 

communication is either dormant or inactive. That is 
communication with you. Having uttered not a 

why so many people find it so difficult to be by 
word, your beingness embraces them. That is the 

themselves. And when alone, they will hum a tune, 
crux of communication: embrace. You can 

or read, watch TV, or engage in any other covert 
communicate so much more, and so much more 

form of external communication. 

By Ellaeenah
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significantly, in silence. Words often do not convey Many choose to think of those whom they are 

what you wish to convey. In fact, very often they strongly attracted to, or in love with, as their twin 

convey what you don't wish to convey, only leading souls.  These are, in fact, soul mates that meet almost 

to conflict. every lifetime.  Past life memories are NEVER 

about twin souls, ALWAYS about Soul mates! 
Relationships teach us about communication, 

about embrace, and that's why we seek them, but in Conflict in a relationship, pain in a relationship, 

this uniquely topsy-turvy world of ours, hurdles in a relationship, miscommunication in a 

relationships teach us about communication, relationship - all of these points squarely to a soul 

through miscommunication. They teach us about mate relationship. Soul mates can come together as 

embrace when we have separated. We get entangled husband and wife, brother and sister, parent and 

in the miscommunication, get caught in the child, victim and murderer, rapist and the raped, 

separation, not recognizing that it is but a learning abused and the abuser. Yes, friends, they are also 

curve towards true communication and embrace. your soul mates. The nasty person who is always 

Due to this entanglement we conceive that the taking pot shots at you, making you feel small, is the 

relationship has failed. 'best' soul mate you can have, for here is an 

opportunity to grow as a soul. We all know that no 
No relationship ever fails. In its very distraught 

one can make us feel anything. You do it to yourself, 
fear or rage or conflict, it makes you victorious by 

but because you are not aware of how poorly you 
presenting you with an opportunity to exercise 

communicate with yourself, you blame the external. 
Divine Will, to learn self-communication, self-

Accept this as your first recognition of self-
embrace, the connection to that inner being that is 

responsibility. 
YOU. 

Expectation has a most amazing way of 
I ask you: If you don't take the time to talk to 

constantly disappointing you. No one will fulfill 
yourself, why should another? Why should another 

yours and you will never fulfill anyone else's, so stop 
make the effort to embrace you, when you don't make 

burdening yourself with that. Be who you are. 
the effort to embrace yourself? We are magnets. We 

Accept this as your second recognition of self-
draw to ourselves only those relationships that our 

responsibility.
soul seeks. 

All relationships of soul mates are external 
A twin soul comes into your life only when there 

mirrors to help you discover vital self-truths. With 
exists the deepest inner connection. A twin soul is 

each soul mate relationship, you assimilate certain 
not a soul mate. A twin soul is met rarely; our lives 

unresolved energies that create patterns in your 
are filled with soul mates. Let me explain.

relationships, like control issues, manipulation, self-

rejection, and so on. As energies are assimilated, Visualize total soul energy volume as a large orb. 

soul evolution takes place; the small orb that is 'you' That orb splits into two. In that first binary split, 

begins to expand, merging itself with many other energy takes on two aspects: mother/father, 

small orbs and thereby climbing, in a sense, towards Shiva/Shakti, God/Goddess, yin/yang. Those two 

that 'first split'. orbs start radiating themselves as energy strands, 

forming smaller individuated orbs, of which you are 
It is only then that you meet your twin soul, 

one. As soon as the veils of forgetfulness of our 
which are often called 'twin flames' because the 

Divinity are discarded, the individuated orbs move 
Unified Source is considered as the Sacred Creative 

towards the source of the binary split. They are like 
Fire. Thus twin souls are not your mirrors. With 

magnets drawing the other to them - twin souls -  to 
them you can only experience Constancy and the 

facilitate the merger with Unified Source. 

02
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Joy of Being. soul back to you. As this cocoon forms, please state, 

very strongly and clearly, that you are ready to 
In the course of our interaction with soul mates, 

welcome the soul fragments back to you; you are 
we often leave parts of our energies behind, i.e. our 

ready for full assimilation. 
energies are locked with our memories. Not always 

is the memory an unpleasant one; in fact it may be Place your hands upon your solar plexus and feel 

one of strong affection. All strong memories, the strength of your Divine Power. Breathe in and 

whether of current life or previous lifetimes, lead to out of your solar plexus, a few times, rhythmically, 

soul fragmentation. easily. With each breath feel how strong the solar 

plexus is. Let your arms now rest comfortably on 
The more fragmented your energy structure is, 

your lap, or by your side. 
the less in equilibrium can you be. This is because 

your energies are constantly influenced by the If you wish, at this stage, you may ask a master, a 

places and people that they are attached to. Pleasant deity, an angel, to be with you in the fullness of love 

as well as unpleasant soul mate connections can, and and support. 

do, very often cause fragmentation.
Breathe deeply. Pay particular attention to the 

In order to be complete within ourselves, in order inhalation. You are drawing towards you your soul 

to make that binary split of Unified Source, we need fragments. You may be able to identify the fragment 

to draw our fragments back to us. The joy is this: as as a face, an image or a place. It may also reveal itself 

the fragments come back to you, your soul energy as a dark colour or an uneasy feeling. Don't be 

volume expands, giving you added strength to draw worried if you're unable to see or feel anything. 

even more fragments back to you. Remember, you are working on an energy level. 

There is a difference between soul fragmentation Now breathe violet light into your hara chakra to 

and soul extension.  Each soul radiates its energies clear it, so that you create space for the fragments to 

into simultaneous life streams, imitating the Central enter. Breathe violet light into the hara chakra and 

Sun of Unified Source. These life streams accelerate strongly breathe out through your mouth. As you 

our evolutionary journey and are our soul clear this space, the soul fragments are gently drawn 

extensions. Very often in the creation of creating and towards you, entering your heart. Having cleared 

reading the soul charts of persons, I have joyously your hara enough, now start channeling the violet 

facilitated the meeting of soul extensions. light from the hara up to the crown chakra. As the 

light reaches the crown, the soul fragments are 
Here is an energy exercise to help you draw your 

gently but firmly fixed into your heart, where over 
soul fragments back to you. If you do this energy 

the following weeks, they will gently begin 
exercise for 31 days, with full dedication and 

assimilating into your energy grid. 
concentration, you will have drawn to yourself a 

rdsignificant number of fragments. You, as an Now send out one strong ray of light from your 3  
intellectual being, cannot direct which soul eye chakra. Allow this ray to go as high as it needs to, 
fragment to draw to yourself. This decision is taken wherever it needs to, till it connects to the energy of 
entirely by your higher Beingness of pure the twin orbs: your God/Goddess energy. Allow the 
consciousness. energies of your twin soul orbs to wash over you, 

energize you. In deep consciousness of your 
Breathe in white light deep into your very being. 

Godhood, very gently, open your eyes. 
Let this light run up and down through you. As it 

does this, cocoon yourself in golden light to As more and more fragments are drawn towards 
empower yourself to draw the fragments of your you, over the following weeks, you may sometimes 

YSR April 2009
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get a feeling of disorientation, uneasiness or Ellaeenah is an intuitive spiritual facilitator, 
breathlessness. Sometimes nausea and physical pain teacher, writer and life counselor whose 
are also experienced. These are symptomatic of practical insights into Ancient Wisdom have 
some resistance being put up by your energy matrix. empowered innumerable people. Her work 
Do not allow these symptoms to stop you from 

extends into the realms of the Spirit-Psyche, 
continuing this wonderful journey that you have 

such that life is directed by consciousness of 
embarked upon. Command firmly that no resistance 

thought, word and feeling, to bring about self-
be put up to this process.

empowerment through complete recall of one's 
Let me end this piece by wishing you, my Godhood.

beloved reader, the wealth of silence. It is in silence 

that you draw back your fragments. It is in silence 

that you can reach out to your god self. It is in silence 

that you can understand your soul mates and 

yourself. It is in silence that you communicate with 

who you are, and it is in silence that you embrace 

yourself  completely. 

© Ellaeenah, all rights reserved 

www.jadefirelight.com 
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Surrender is inner acceptance of the So if you are feeling 'surrendered'…and depressed, 
situation/ Person/thing allowing clear depleted, disempowered… it's not surrender!
choices to arise in the Now For the energy signature of surrender is enriching, 
 empowering, expanding 

 
It is an interior state of rest, equilibrium and 
equanimity leading to optimal outer action 
 If fate is something out of your hands, willed by a 

higher larger force than you; then surrender is the 
It is giving in to all that Is, all that I have created as opposite! If fate is something that Self chooses for 
my Now and thus the Now, only the Now becoming self in every Now,  then, welcome to surrender!
my purpose to be  

It is letting go of ego/individuated/Worrying/limited  
self and thus moving into the empowerment of 
Universal Self  Or  the reverse...
Moving into the empowerment of Universal Self  - allowing it all to unfurl and 
and thus ego/individuated/limited self automatically taking the steps as they come!
dissolving  
 

Surrender is not resignation Surrender is not, if unhappiness is

Surrender is not a state of avoidance

Surrender is not 'fatalistic'…Or is it?
It depends on your understanding of fate!

Surrender isn't giving up 

In being the puppeteer, can you enjoy the suppleness 
Surrender isn't powerlessness to act of being the puppet?

In knowing I Will into being all that is required for 
My 'best' most glorious good - can I rest in nothing 
more 'to' do…or know

When the conscious knowing of my creatorhood 

?

SUTRAS 
(SIMPLE TRUTHS)

By Divyaa Kummar

• 
Surrender is not, if unhappiness is

•

•

 
Surrender is not resignation 

 
Surrender is not a state of avoidance

•

•

 
Surrender isn't giving up 

 
Surrender isn't powerlessness to act

SUTRAS (SIMPLE TRUTHS) OF SURRENDER

YSR April 2009
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becomes my very beingness (unconscious), in this • The deeper the resistance, the stronger the pain 
mating of the empowerment of the conscious mind  
and the surrender of the unconscious, I straddle 
being All That Is and No thingness.  Empowered… • You cannot be aware and in resistance, and the 
Surrender… indeed. quicker you can move into awareness of your 
 resistance, the quicker the resistance and its angst 

fade and only as you slip out of the witness mode 
of awareness does it all come back again; you are  
flung from the audience seat into the hurly burly of - being the witness
the play. 

 • Even as you do, you move from self to Self...
• From the ups and downs to the still awareness...

• Don't make it an intellectual understanding• From the chaotic movie scene to the still audience 
 in the seat

 
• On a constant basis, be the witnessIndeed the moment you become aware, you are not 
• Let this be from where You operatein awareness - awareness  happens!

 
The moment you become aware of being caught in 
the drama of current self, you fall out of it!
 
The moment you become aware you are not in the 
Now - you are! Divyaa Kummar, from Mumbai, India, is a 
 spiritual facilitator reaching out through 
• Become aware when you are not in witness mode discourses, writings, tarot workshops, personal 
• Become aware of being in current self mode energy sessions, and meditation groups 
• Become aware of mulling over the past or future blending ancient dhyana and tantra techniques 

This awareness itself TAKES YOU UNTO  
with a more current approach.  

IT SELF
• Become aware of awareness.
 

Don't resist what is 
Worry/suffering/pain...is in the resistance itself 
In non-resistance, in acceptance, in surrender Is 
freedom

 
• Don't make it an intellectual understanding
• Next time you worry, suffer, and feel pain,

become aware that it arises not from the situation
but from your resistance to it

 

 • In becoming aware of your resistance,
you automatically take a step away from it, and the 
pain

 

• Don't make it an intellectual understanding
• If you are unhappy, you are resisting something

Sutras  (simple  Truths)  Of Awareness

Sutra  (simple  Truths)  Of  Non-resistance

Move into this awareness

Move into awareness 

Move into this awareness 

Move into this awareness

Try it

Try it

Try it

© Divyaa Kummar, all rights reserved 

www.divyaakummar.com 
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with his or her spirit, it means that they can be in tune Generally, many would not 

with their body and mind. Spirituality teaches look to science to support 

methods to quieten the mind. Stress triggers the spirituality. Yet, I expect many 

opposite and ‘scream-like messages’ in the brain scientific revelations in the first 

drown out the spiritual. Scientific studies validate part of the 21st century, which will 

that during meditation or prayer, specific brain continue to support our spiritual 

functions cease and access to spiritual wisdom is revolution. Let’s take the example 

facilitated. Spiritual healing is the utilization of our of spiritual healing and examine if science has any 

spiritual selves to heal body, brain, mind, and soul. support for this phenomenon, which we know to be a 

How do we do this? By utilizing our spiritual mind.valuable healing modality.

The healing power of our spiritual mind is well 

documented. Yes, mind not brain. When the mind is 
‘Spirit’ is our true essence. If a person is in tune 

Spiritual healing — what is it?

By Leo Kim

Spiritual Healing: 
What does science say?

YSR April 2009
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accessing the spiritual as in a state of meditation, spiritual meditation or prayer. But is it simply these 

then healing can occur. You might say: “Time out! parts of the brain which lead to spiritual thoughts 

What scientific evidence exists for such healing?” and revelations? No. Again remember the TV. It is 

The evidence is substantial and growing. simply that these parts of the brain are employed to 

access the wisdom of the universe much like a TV or 

r ad io  accesses  ce r t a in  f r equenc ie s  o f  

electromagnetic radiation. The brain accesses the I have utilized meditation to help individuals for 

spiritual universe. When this happens we recognize two decades. Coincidentally, only in the last two 

the results as the spiritual mind.decades has science recognized that the brain can be 

rewired. Until the 1980s the dogma was that after 

adolescence the brain’s connections cannot be 

changed. Today we know that meditation can Although we have spent billions of dollars 

change the brain. The paradigm that brain creates developing new drugs, harnessing the power of the 

mind is replaced with the knowledge that mind atom, and sending men and women into space, we 

creates our brain’s wiring. have not learned how to utilize the power of the 

mind. The mind is a healer, but this force has not yet 
The Western paradigm is that brain creates mind 

been integrated into medicine and healthcare. To tap 
and consciousness, yet scientists cannot offer an 

this resource we must access the spiritual.
explanation or evidence in support of this assertion. 

It is as though we were to watch a movie on The powerful drug, Valium, has no effect when 

television and insist that it was created by the TV. It administered without the patient’s knowledge 

is materialistic dogma like this which prevents vividly illustrating that even pharmaceuticals work 

people from embracing spiritual reality. The mind in conjunction with the mind. 

can and does change the brain. It is a proven fact that 
I have utilized hypnosis, meditation, and guided 

meditation can rewire the brain. 
imagery for pain control in cancer patients, for 

In the 1980s it was discovered that obsessive- reducing bleeding in ‘bleeders,’ and to drastically 

compulsive disorder (OCD) patients who practiced reduce the amount of anesthesia needed for an 

meditation could rewire their brains and hence operation. I was fascinated by the placebo effect, 

reduce or eliminate the OCD urges. The unwanted which confounds clinical trials, which might be 

urges to incessantly wash one’s hands or to explained by the mind’s action.

constantly worry if a door was left unlocked can 
As a scientist involved with numerous clinical 

prevent individuals from holding a job or retaining 
trails, I was obsessed in finding a scientific 

relationships. In a meditative state, if the patients 
explanation for the healing power of the mind. My 

focused on an enjoyable activity such as sitting in 
quest of 25 years involved studies with Bernie 

their garden rather than washing their hands, the 
Siegel, Deepak Chopra, and Barbara Brennan as 

brain became rewired diminishing the OCD impulse 
well as numerous other spiritual healers. Siegel and 

and strengthening the connections to alternate 
others point out that love and self-love are essential 

thoughts and behavior. Brain scans before, during, 
ingredients of healing body, mind, and spirit. Love 

and after such exercises provide unequivocal 
was the clue I needed to bridge the gap between 

evidence that mind can change brain.
science and spirituality. 

Recently, numerous scientists verified the 
Over the centuries, treating the sick by shunning 

healing power of meditation and prayer with 
and abandonment was replaced with compassionate 

sophisticated imaging techniques and have even 
healthcare — without this basic concept medical 

located what parts of the brain ‘light up’ during 

Use your mind to change your brain

Spiritual Healing — an untapped resource

YSR April 2009
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healing cannot occur. In other words, despite of the universe which, in turn, revealed the mental 

modern wonders of medicine, the greatest medical nature of the cosmos — there is a 21st century 

advancement was moving from fear to love. Love is scientific explanation involving scientists’ latest 

essential in all spiritual healing. assertions and discoveries. Scientists now believe 

that our world is mental and spiritual!
Scientists proved that we all radiate 

electromagnetic energy and that we also are affected 

by the energy of our world. A variety of scientific 

instruments reveal our body’s electromagnetic 

emissions broadcast our essence into the universe. Leo Kim (Ph.D. Physical Organic Chemistry) is 

The mind impacts the cellular level with action on a scientist, spiritual healer, and the author of 

DNA that results in permanent physical and mental ‘Healing the Rift: Bridging the Gap Between 

changes. When we quite our normally noisy brains Science & Spirituality.' He studied with healers such 

with hypnosis, meditation, or prayer, we open as Barbara Brennan, Bernie Siegel, and Deepak 

ourselves to the wisdom of the universe and allow Chopra. He is a certified clinical hypnotherapist, 

our true essence to take charge of our being. and has assisted numerous healings.

My search for a scientific explanation of the 

mind’s healing powers led me to the smallest pieces 

© Leo Kim, all rights reserved 

www.healingtheriftbook.com  
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when we no longer separate the journey from who Often in the everyday stream 

we are. Our conscious self listens intently to our of things, we enjoy comfortable 

tangled fears and charts a course for health based on assumptions, which allow us to 

the maps of other navigators before us.  The spirit float on the river of life. 

within us waits for us to realize we function as a Sometimes facing reefs of regret 

whole being, capable of riding the wave of dis-ease or butting against the banks of 

and healing our body.negativity, we nonetheless 

continue on our voyage. We see that we cannot travel 

backwards upstream since that path existed in the 

My wonderful physician once told me, no matter past, yet our future most certainly contains steady 

what my x-ray results showed, I am his patient, not waters as well as rocky rapids. When challenges of 

the film. He reminded me he treats me and provides a the body appear, we face the depths of our humanity 

Treating the Patient

Treat the Person, not the Disease
By Marlene Buffa

YSR April 2009
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means for my body to heal itself - his treatment and cardiologist pointed out the tiny threads of life, I 

my participation merely clear the path for healing to asked, “How did that happen?”  He responded, 

occur. For many years, science and psychology “Some people really want to live.”

searched for the body/mind connection. Just as the 
My father's case is a perfect example of allowing 

heredity/environment question, no concrete 
the body to take care of itself. He didn't know the 

answers dominate the discussion. Speculation 
grave condition his heart suffered, therefore he gave 

further poses the question of just where and how 
no energy to the blockages. Instead, he concentrated 

does healing occur?  
on feeling better and continuing to live. Sadly, soon 

after the 'terminal' news impacted him, my father 

gave up his unknowing, and began to concentrate on 
The placebo-effect, long known in the medical 

how little functionality he retained. Dreading the 
world, illustrates the mysterious mind/body 

inevitable open-heart surgery, he told me, “I will not 
affiliation quite well. Believing the drug we ingest 

survive another operation.” He was right. He died in 
will provide an elixir for health, the benign placebo 

the elevator on the way to the operating room.
yields no medical miracles. The true healing occurs 

when our mind believes in healing and health. When 

we look further into examples of people heroically 
While advancements in modern medicine 

overcoming physical challenges, the common 
provide us with amazing prevention and recovery 

denominator is not a placebo, but a solid belief in 
results, the true healing lies within. Ancient 

health, rather than the battle of overcoming the 
practices of acupuncture for instance, clear the 

imposition of disease.
obstacles that prevent the body from healing itself. 

As we grow more self-aware and in tune with 

ourselves and our power, we harness the energy to 
When we focus on health, rather than challenges, 

maintain perfect health  with or without the aid of 
the Universe provides us with a healing, which 

the medical community.
confounds modern medicine. The attitude shift from 

'fighting cancer' to visualizing and embracing Healing the body and working with others to heal 

abundant health, provides the spark of wellness themselves, is a high calling in life.  Overcoming not 

offered by no miracle drug. As the movie The Secret only the mind/body conundrum, but the fear and 

expounds, whatever you give your attention to, doubt that we contain within us the power to heal, 

increases in your life. When you pay attention to remains one of humankind's greatest challenges.

'fighting' a disease, the disease receives the energy 

of your intention, and actually grows. Shifting your 

focus to abundant health and well-being brings 

about a healing and wholeness only your spirit 
Taking a quiet sideways glance at life, 

understands.
Marlene offers insight through her words from 

After twenty years of heart disease, my father experiences. A student of new-thought 
faced a final challenge. His physician did some sort teachings, Marlene finds practical spirituality 
of heart x-ray diagnosis and told us the results. My 

around every corner and seeks wisdom through 
father's heart was almost completely blocked, 

observation of life's inter-relationships. 
despite a quadruple bypass 10 years earlier. But, 

Sometimes playful, sometimes poignant, always instead of failing completely, his body 'grew' tiny 
thought-provoking, her writing inspires readers corpuscles to carry the blood flow around the heart 
in meaningful ways.to perform the necessary function. When the 

Those charming sugar pills

Modern Medicine

Sowing the seeds of health

© Marlene Buffa, all rights reserved

www.wordsofmind.com.
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like, “There are so many ways to read people, why A Face Reading article 

bother with Face Reading?”yesterday in an American 

newspaper set me thinking. I'm 
That supermarket checkout idea is a great 

always delighted when Face 
example. Sure, you could look for a clerk with 

Reading is brought to public 
lowbrows or an extra-long Priority Area III (i.e., the 

attention. But I went 'Wait-a-
length from nose tip to chin is longer than hairline to 

minute' when the face reader mentioned that she 
eyebrow, or eyebrow to nose tip).

uses it to tell which checkout clerk at the 

By the time you got close enough to check out supermarket would be fastest.

that data on all five cashiers, you might have gotten 
Having been a professional at Face Reading for 

checked out already. Hey, your groceries could be 
more than two decades, I've heard people say things 

When Face 
Reading Works Best

By Rose Rosetree

YSR April 2009
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busy Twittering, just to kill time. if they were in sales, or else prospecting for someone 

to marry. Now all of us want to know. One quick tip 
Meanwhile, wouldn't it make more sense to find 

is that, looking at a nose on the level, you can size up 
the shortest line? Or you could simply watch each 

nostrils.
clerk for three seconds, figure out who has work 

ethic and who's more on break. That isn't even * Large nostrils correspond with big spending.

reading Body Language, more using Surface 
* Small nostrils go with frugality.

Smarts.

For a more sophisticated look, supplement 
Now, I love Face Reading and use it in plenty of 

reading nostril size with a quick peek at nostril 
practical ways. Face Reading is great for learning 

shape, and nose tip proportions. You'll do your Face 
secrets about people, profiling them in depth and 

Reading financial profiles with extra finesse.
detail. In fact, my system is actually called 'Face 

Reading Secrets(R).'

Face Reading can be used as well for overall Here's where Body Language won't help at all. 

communication, for spiritual growth and for Aura Reading is way too much work for what you 

bolstering self-esteem. When you become need. But Face Reading works perfectly. So 

sophisticated about reading people, however, you Goldilocks would definitely choose Face Reading!

will want to know this: Depending on what you wish 
For any conversation, except a phoner, look that 

to find out, sometimes you get the very best 
stranger you're talking to straight in the lips. How 

information from Face Reading. Other times, Body 
much lipfulness do you find?

Language is best. Still other times, you really need to 

do Aura Reading. * Full lips suggest the person likes to hear juicy 

details, self-disclosure.
Since I use all three methods, I wrote the first 

book combining them. One of the most practical * Thin lips tell you, “Don't tell.” Stick to the facts. 

ways to use Read People Deeper is to find out when Get the business done. Discussing intimate, 

Face Reading, Body Language, or Aura Reading personal details or emotions or other self-disclosure 

would work best. In Read People Deeper, I take 50 could well embarrass the one you're speaking to. 

of the most nitty-gritty things you'd ever want to Blabbing away until you have ruined the 

learn about people and show you how to find the conversation is NOT when you want to use Body 

information best. Language!

Although there are always ways to use each of 

the three methods, depending on what you wish to 
Learning how to spot liars is a fine art, and I' love 

find out, one method may clearly be superior. That's 
to teach you. A skill that subtle takes a one-day 

the case for the three following situations.
workshop, not a paragraph. Ironically, most people 

who pride themselves on reading liars are wrong as 

often as not, as demonstrated in a study on trained 

FBI investigators. With my full method, combining 

Sure, it's on our minds these days for some Body Language + Aura Reading + Face Reading, 

reason. Between the recessionistas and the big your accuracy can go up to 99%.

spenders and the controversies swirling around us, 
If you just want something quick, however, Face 

isn't it fun to inject some sanity into the mix? 
Reading is your ticket. Find the person's mouth. 

Formerly my Face Reading students centered on this 
(Hey, you've had practice with our Point #2!). Check 

2. Learning when to keep your mouth shut

3. A quick take on liars

When Face Reading Works Best

1. Learning how people really deal with money
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out the center of the face. around with you, like a birdwatcher's guide - but for 

people.
* Compare how much mouth is on the right with 

how much is on the left. (My technical term for this I've never been that good at spotting the colors on 

is mouth pull). wings, but people are bigger than birds. Faces are 

fun to watch. And every item of Face Reading you 
* Compare how much the mouth angles up at one 

learn will be yours for the rest of your life.
corner, versus at the other corner.

* Whether that mouth is smiling or talking or in 

repose, you still can read this.

In general, the more pull to one side or angling up Rose Rosetree is America's leading expert at 
at one side only, the less you might want to trust that Deeper Perception, with unique systems of Face 
speaker. Reading, Aura Reading and Skills for Empaths. 

She offers telephone sessions for healing, better 

relationships, and spiritual growth. Rosetree is 
If you need to read people quickly and easily, but 

the author of 'Read People Deeper: Body 
in depth, should you stay on the surface, reading 

Language + Face Reading + Auras' just expression? No way! Use Face Reading to read the 
published in India.secrets. Find a system you respect and carry the book 

Learn Face Reading

© Rose Rosetree, all rights reserved 

www.rose-rosetree.com
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(your birth sign locks you into certain As is the case in many aspects 

characteristics) and life events (which are foretold of life, ‘popular’ astrology — 

by the stars). with its zodiac signs, houses, 

cusps and retrograde planets — is 

a facile, and easily understood 

The importance of the moment of birth has been system hinting at a deeper reality. 

vastly overstated in popular astrology. Since you Like religion, it seeks to reduce 

swim in the cosmic soup from conception to death, the infinite and unknowable to a set of simple rules 

choosing one particular moment as the ‘defining’ and principles by which humanity might live in 

one, which marks you for life is simplistic at best. harmony with the cosmos. Rather than assembling a 

Still, the moment of conception and the time of birth pantheon of gods — or a God — to influence human 

can be pivotal points at which cosmic influences affairs, astrology proposes that planets, stars, and 

carry disproportionate effect. other celestial bodies determine personality traits at 

birth and sketch the likely events unfolding in the 
Conception is significant because it is the 

future. Thus popular astrology is imbued with a 
moment when two cells — egg and sperm —fuse to 

certain fatalism both as to personal psychology 

Natal Influences

Astrology Revisited 
Cosmic Influences on Human Life

Ramón Stevens channeling Alexander

Excerpted from Spirit Wisdom II
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forge potential new life. Until that moment, gametes moon’s more volatile flow represents a chaotic, 

are merely cast-off cells within their parent body; unstable universe. In very subtle ways, lunar 

‘cast-off’ in the sense that they play no essential role influence can affect body consciousness for better or 

in maintaining health. Their purpose is to beget the for ill and tip the balance between a stable, healthy 

next generation, not to sustain the current one. body and one more susceptible to illness. Similarly, 

in the psychological realm, lunar influence may ‘tip 
At the moment of conception, sperm and egg 

the scale’ between soundness and instability.
suddenly elevate their status from cast-offs to a new 

life form. The mother’s body instantly knows Another cosmic influence is the geometric 

conception has occurred and begins the all- relationships the Earth is involved in, either as direct 

encompassing shift to nourishing and sustaining the participant or when simply floating through the 

fetus. Larger influences also come into play, as souls fields of larger patterns. If such relationships are 

hovering on the astral plane, searching for sympathetic, reinforcing the Earth’s bedrock 

appropriate host mothers, become aware of a energies, they tend to enhance that stability. If the 

woman’s pregnancy and evaluate her suitability. So Earth passes through a phase of multiple discordant 

conception, however private an event it may seem, relationships (the cosmic precursor of the 

generates ramifications at many levels. dysfunctional family), the Earth’s energy is suffused 

with a theme of assault-and-defense and a general 
The newly formed zygote has its own primary 

volatility. To the extent zygotes seek to entrain with 
tasks: blending disparate genetic codes into a unique 

the broader reaches of the universe, the degree of 
bodily template, multiplying its cells in a 

bedrock stability or cosmic disorder can influence 
coordinated sequence, and entraining to the energies 

the growing form toward equilibrium or imbalance.
of its mother and her environs. This latter element is 

where cosmic influences may come into play. From It is important to note that these lunar and cosmic 

the instant of conception — and until death — a influences are, first, very subtle; and, second, bear 

living body seeks to entrain itself to its environment; influence only on zygotes experiencing difficulty in 

to harmonize internal and external energies. This is stabilizing. A zygote that from the moment of 

especially crucial at conception, for a woman can be conception easily conflates its disparate genetic 

anywhere in the world — even on a boat at sea or heritage and entrains to its mother is immune to 

soaring in the stratosphere — at conception. With external influence. Only an unstabilized zygote may 

some urgency, the zygote must entrain itself to its — may — be imprinted with lunar/cosmic influence 

mother’s environment as a means of stabilizing as it opens itself wide to universal energies, seeking 

itself (since failure to stabilize often leads to to stabilize.

spontaneous abortion).
The single most significant effect is the 

Because the zygote urgently seeks stabilization, relationship between sun and Earth. The Earth can 

and because it is ‘wide open’ to energetic influences only strive to protect itself from the fierce 

from within and without its mother, any particularly electromagnetic shower streaming from the sun; it 

strong cosmic influences can bear an impact. The cannot answer in kind. The side of the Earth facing 

moon, for instance, in its cyclical waxing and the sun is more or less in the sun’s grip; though 

waning, offers a blend of stable and volatile deflecting some radiation through the atmosphere 

energies. A new moon offers quiescent stability as its and absorbing some in its oceans, nonetheless the 

bedrock-flavored flow is not ‘excited’ by the sun’s Earth’s sunny side must passively absorb the solar 

random shower. A new moon therefore helps a shower. You rise with the sun not only because you 

zygote to stabilize and to ‘convince’ it that the see better in daylight, but because your body is 

universe is a calm and ordered place; whereas a full stimulated to action by the sun’s dynamic energies. 
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Thus, conception is more stable occurring at cosmic or lunar influence. That influence is no more 

night than in daylight. There is a reason why you than a subtle background to the far more significant 

tend to feel romantic and sexual in the evening rather impact of the higher self.

than at noon: by making love then, with conception 
For example, a higher self seeking an incarnation 

occurring within a few hours, the zygote has the rest 
as a restless, rootless, rebellious iconoclast would do 

of the night, while the Earth is restored to its native 
well to marry its consciousness to a form already 

bedrock energies, to stabilize and entrain to its 
suffused with volatility: where conception occurred 

mother and the Earth. This offers a quiescent and 
at a sweltering noon followed by a full moon, all 

anchoring energy to the freshly minted form. 
bathed in overlapping fields of discordant cosmic 

Conception occurring during daylight is instead 
geometry. A higher self seeking to fashion a stable, 

suffused with the clash between solar and earth 
ordinary lifetime would do better to find a fetus 

energies and the theme of dominance/submission, a 
conceived in late evening under a new moon while 

more volatile environment to which the zygote must 
the Earth floats through fields of cosmic 

entrain.
concordance.

How significant are these influences? Very 
In addition, because making a boy is more 

subtle. They are nuances, shadings and hues gently 
complex than making a girl — since all fetuses begin 

tinting the potential body, still blending its genetic 
as female and males must make a hormonally 

codes and multiplying them into cells. They are 
mediated switch to maleness — boys as a whole are 

more significant where there is greater difficulty in 
more susceptible to volatile cosmic influences as 

fusing two genetic backgrounds and stabilizing the 
they pass through the complex process of gender 

zygote; where the parents are of different races, for 
conversion. The ‘boy’ genetic pattern is also more 

instance, or come from different generations. As the 
unstable than the ‘girl’ pattern because girls have 

genetic code is woven into a unique pattern within 
two X chromosomes, each of which can compensate 

the zygote, a strong cosmic field of stable or volatile 
for flaws in the other; whereas boys, carrying one X 

energy can influence, to a minor degree, the basic 
and a lesser Y chromosome, lack this genetic 

constitution of the body growing from that pattern, 
backup. The result of all this instability is that male 

with ramifications for later health or infirmity, as 
fetuses are generally more susceptible to cosmic 

well as basic personality traits.
influences, and are more strongly imprinted by 

Far more significant in forming the template of them, for better or for worse.

personality are the choices made by the higher self 
After conception, the second milestone in a 

much further down the line. As a rule, no soul selects 
developing life is the time of birth. Here the nature of 

a fetus until at least the third month of pregnancy, as 
cosmic influence differs: unlike conception, where 

so many fetuses fail to survive to that threshold. 
the zygote seeks to entrain itself to its universe, by 

Once a fetus passes that mark and appears viable, a 
the time of birth a fetus knows full well where it 

soul can link with the fetus, blending its energies 
lives. The issue here is that the transition from an 

with the burgeoning form. Any cosmic or lunar 
aqueous existence of constant temperature and 

influences on the fetal form would be noted by the 
unbroken darkness to an atmospheric environment 

soul and its higher self in selecting the fetus; and 
of varying temperature and bright lights, along with 

would be consonant with the personality and life 
the loss of mother’s comforting heartbeat, is 

themes planned for the life. In other words, the soul 
profoundly disorienting. Having been expelled from 

and higher self look for a fetus already bearing 
its blissful warm cocoon — in a cataclysmic, 

qualities consonant with the planned life theme, 
torturous wrench — the neonatal body is almost 

thereby reinforcing and building on any earlier 
desperate to regain its lost stability by entraining to 
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its new environment. Cosmic energies are one periods of cosmic consonance; one feels more at 

ingredient in the vibrational stew the newborn home in the world. Conversely, cosmic and lunar 

struggles to open itself to and entrain with. influences can grate and clash against the body’s 

energy fields, making one feel out of sorts. It is well 
The same principles hold here as with 

known that jails and asylums roil with turbulence 
conception: while cosmic influences are slight, a 

during the full moon: naturally, for already unstable 
highly volatile, discordant pattern can exacerbate a 

personalities are further destabilized by chaotic 
tendency toward bodily instability and illness; a 

solar energy reflected in full measure by the moon. 
stable, soothing pattern helps quickly stabilize the 

body. In cases where the neonatal body is already The notion that cosmic influences mold 

somewhat unstable, cosmic influences can be strong personality at birth, or that they dictate life events, is 

enough to ‘tip the scales’ one way or the other. simplistic fatalism. Cosmic influences are too subtle 

to wield such power. Nonetheless, they do subtly 

imprint themselves at conception and birth, and later 

affect one’s overall feeling of comfort or discomfort So far we have discussed the effect cosmic 

as Earth passes through shifting phases of cosmic influences may have on the body. What about 

influence: life just ‘works’ better when the cosmos is consciousness itself, though, as expressed through 

aligned with conditions similar to those extant at personality? Is this also open to cosmic influence?

your conception and birth. 
To an extent, yes. Since the higher self sculpts 

personality traits into the body’s energy fields while 

it floats in utero, a strong cosmic influence can 

subtly imprint those fields. Because the fundamental 

dynamic of any physical system is the tension Excerpted from ‘Spirit Wisdom II: The 

between chaos and order, this manifests in Enlightened Warrior’s Guide to Personal and 

personality terms as stabilizing or destabilizing Cultural Transformation.’  Ramón Stevens has been 

effects. Traditional astrology often posits four main channeling Alexander for over 20 years; their 

personality types aligned with the four elements: collaboration has produced five books. 

fiery, earthy, airy and watery signs. This has validity 

in that the tension between chaos and order is 

expressed in personality terms as the volcanic 

hotheads (fiery), the stable but dull (earthy), and 

those in between (airy and watery). Where a cosmic 

influence is particularly strong, or where the nascent 

personality template is unusually receptive to 

outside influence, cosmic energies can ‘tip the 

scales.’

However subtle, the state of the cosmos always 

leaves an imprint in the personalities of those born at 

a given time. Because the body is an electromagnetic 

entity, exquisitely attuned to the state of its 

environment, it feels most alive and vitalized when 

cosmic conditions later match those extant during 

conception and birth. An extra ‘push’ of vitalizing 

energy resonates within the body during such 

Cosmic Personalities

© Ramón Stevens, all rights reserved

www.alexandermaterial.com
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A Bouquet of Words
Fresh cut flowers of language
And roses without prose
Keep short pieces for a corsage
…next to ribbons and bows

Discard all dried up clichés
And flowers without scents
Add a fresh new phrase
And stalks of Rhymes at length

Arrange the fresh cut flowers
In a pure crystal vase
Then enjoy hour after hour
In your own solitary space

Each day repeat the above
With plenty of love
Some day it will be heard
Your bouquet of words

For a poem is a bouquet of fresh cuts
Gathered from your jungle of thoughts

© Amy I. Ramdass, all rights reserved

www.amyramdass.com
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